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Abstract
In recent decades, much has been discovered about the diﬀerent ways in which people can
talk about motion (Talmy, 1985, 1991; Slobin, 1996, 1997, 2004). Slobin (1997) has sug-
gested that satellite-framed languages typically have a larger andmore diverse lexicon of man-
ner of motion verbs (such as run, ﬂy, and scramble) when compared to verb-framed languages.
Slobin (2004) has claimed that larger manner of motion verb lexicons originate over time
because codability factors increase the accessibility of manner in satellite-framed languages.
In this paper I investigate the dependency between the use of the satellite-framed encoding
construction and the size of the manner verb lexicon. The data used come from 20 Indo-
European languages. The methodology applied is a range of phylogenetic comparative meth-
ods adopted from biology, which allow for an investigation of this dependency while taking
into account the shared history between these 20 languages.The results provide evidence that
Slobin’s hypothesis was correct, and indeed there seems to be a relationship between the use
of the satellite-framed construction and the size of the manner verb lexicon.
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1. Introduction
This paper is concerned with manner of motion verbs (manner verbs) such as
walk, swim and dash: how is information on themanner of motion lexicalized in
verbs, and is the evolutionof these verbs inﬂuencedby the syntactic constructions
in which they are used? Recent decades have seen an increase in studies in the
semantic and lexical typological traditions that address these types of questions
(color: Berlin and Kay, 1969; Kay and Maﬃ, 1999; perception verbs: Viberg,
1983; Evans and Wilkins, 2000; spatial relations: Levinson and Meira, 2003;
body parts: Majid et al., 2006; aquamotion verbs: Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al.,
2010; see also Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al., 2007 for a review of the ﬁeld). Several
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of these studies focus on implicational hierarchies that become evident from the
cross-linguistic study of speciﬁc semantic ﬁelds. They investigate the universal
mechanisms by which lexical items can be added to the lexicon. Other studies
investigate the question which words are typically basic and which words are
typically derived or peripheral in the languages of the world (Goddard, 2001).
Manner verbs have not been investigated in this tradition until now.
The largest amount of information on manner verbs has been gathered in the
context of motion event encoding, which has been studied extensively over the
last few decades. The study of motion event encoding started with the work of
Talmy (1985, 1991), who showed that languages make use of two major con-
struction types: one that encodes the path of motion on the verb (verb-framed
construction) and one that encodes the path of motion outside of the verb, on
so-called satellites (satellite-framed construction).Theuse of these two construc-
tions for the encodingofmotion events has beendescribed for a rangeof diﬀerent
languages during the past decades. Examples from my own corpus are provided
in (1) and (2). These two examples are translation equivalents: a German and a
French translation of the same sentence from a parallel corpus.
(1) German—satellite-framed construction
Und sie rannte in höchster Eile zurück zu
and 3SG.F.NOM run.PST.3SG in high.SUP.F.SG.DAT hurry.F back to
der kleinen Tür
ART.DEF.F.DAT little.F.SG.DAT door.F
‘And she ran as fast as she could back to the small door’
(2) French—verb-framed construction
Elle repart-i-t à tout-e allure vers la petit-e
3SG.F.SBJ return-PRET-3SG PREP all-F speed.F to ART.DEF.F small-F
porte
door.F
‘She returned as fast as she could to the small door’
The path of movement is the trajectory followed by the person or object as it
moves, often in relation to reference points in the environment (Talmy, 1985).
The path of movement in (1) and (2) is the protagonist’s trajectory from a small
table (this is established in the preceding context) to the small door.Themanner
of movement is the way in which the action is carried out, which includes the
rate of motion (walk, march), the rhythm, the motor pattern (run, swim), the
posture (crouch, glide), and any evaluative factors that might be involved with
the movement (sneak, ﬂee; Slobin, 2004: 255). In (1) and (2), the manner of
movement is running or moving very fast.
TheGerman sentence in (1) encodes the path of motion on the adverb zurück
‘back,’ and the manner of motion on the verb laufen ‘run,’ as well as in the
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adverbial phrase in höchster Eile ‘in an enormous hurry.’ The French sentence in
(2) encodes the path of motion on the verb repartir ‘return’ and the preposition
vers ‘to,’ and the manner of motion in the adverbial phrase à toute allure ‘with
all speed.’ The crucial diﬀerence between the two sentences is that the French
sentence encodes themost important information about the path ofmotion (i.e.
the movement back towards a place where the protagonist had been before) on
the verb, while the German sentence encodes information on path on a locative
particle.
However, it is not true that French uses only the verb-framed construction,
and German uses only the satellite-framed construction. In certain contexts,
Frenchdoesmake use ofmanner verbs.Aske (1989)was the ﬁrst to point out that
verb-framed languages such as French are restricted in the usage of the satellite-
framed construction for telic motion events, later called ‘boundary-crossing’ by
Slobin (1997), but not for atelic motion events. A description of such an atelic
motion event which contains the satellite-framed construction is given in (3).
In this atelic motion event, motion does take place, but the motion is described
as simply taking place within a single location, as no end state is postulated in
which the person ﬁnds herself when the event is ﬁnished. This means that, in
(3), the reading that the protagonists are still swimming at the end of the event is
possible as well as the reading that they have reached the shore. German, on the
other hand, canmake use of path verbs as well as manner verbs, the former being
exempliﬁed in (4).
(3) French
et tous nag-èr-ent jusqu-’au rivage.
and all.PL swim-PRET-3PL until-to.ART.DEF.M shore.M
‘and they all swam to the shore.’
(4) German
und Alice verfolgte mit großem Interesse wie
and Alice.F.NOM follow.PST.3SG with great.N.SG.DAT interest.N how
die Königin zum Baum zurückkehrte
ART.DEF.F.NOM queen.F to.ART.DEF.M.ACC tree.M return.PST.3SG
‘and Alice watched with great interest how the Queen returned to the tree.’
It is clear that most languages have a set of manner verbs, because they may use
them in event descriptions like (3). However, there are diﬀerences in the struc-
ture and the size of the manner verb lexicon between satellite-framed and verb-
framed languages (Slobin, 1997, 2005). Slobin (1997) proposes that there are
two diﬀerent types of manner verbs in the manner verb lexicon: “Languages
seem tohave a ‘two-tiered’ lexiconofmanner verbs: the neutral, everyday verbs—
like walk and ﬂy and climb, and the more expressive or exceptional verbs—like
dash and swoop and scramble. In S-languages [satellite-framed languages, AV],
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the second tier is extensive and elaborated, making distinctions that do not play
a role in the considerably smaller second tiers in V-languages [verb-framed lan-
guages, AV]” (Slobin, 1997: 459). This diﬀerence in the number of second-tier
manner verbs has consequences for the overall size of the manner verb lexicon:
“S-languages will have a larger and more diverse lexicon of manner verbs, in
comparison with V-languages” (Slobin, 1997: 458). Manner verb lexicons are
thus predicted to have diﬀerent sizes, depending on the motion-encoding con-
struction that is typically used in the languages being compared. The largest
amount of variety in manner verb lexicon size is found for the second-tier man-
ner verbs, with satellite-framed languages having a more extensive class of this
type of verb.
In later work, Slobin (2003: 165ﬀ., 2004, 2006) is more explicit about the
evolutionary status of the dependency between being satellite-framed and hav-
ing a large manner verb class: “If manner is easily accessible, it will be encoded
more frequently and, over time, speakers will tend to elaborate the domain in
terms of semantic speciﬁcity. Consequently, learners will construct a more elab-
orate conceptual space for manner, allowing each new generation to continue
the cycle of attention to manner” (Slobin, 2004: 252f.). Manner is easily acces-
sible in a language when there exists “an accessible slot for manner in the lan-
guage” (Slobin, 2004: 250). Accessible slots for manner include themanner verb
in satellite-framed languages, the manner verb slot in serializing languages, and
the manner ideophone (amongst others). From Slobin’s (2004) discussion it is
therefore possible to deduce the hypothesis that, if a language is satellite-framed,
it will have a largermanner verb lexicon.Wienold (1995: 322) proposes a similar
relationship between lexicalization patterns and the lexicon.
What evidence is there so far that satellite-framed languages have larger man-
ner verb lexicons? Previous comparison of individual languages or language
groups seems to yield inconclusive results. Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al. (2010:
339ﬀ.) point out that there are diﬀerences in the size of separate subdomains
within the semantic domain of manner of motion: Slavic languages are far less
elaborate in their encoding of the subdomain of aquamotion than Germanic
and Romance languages, the latter being verb-framed—and therefore expected
to make fewer manner distinctions rather than more. Iacobini (2009) makes a
similar point when discussing manner verbs in Italian (a verb-framed language),
which has far more manner verbs than would be expected due to very elabo-
rate subdomains of manner of motion that encode rapid movement away from a
source or towards a goal.
In spite of this issue, Slobin’s (2004) hypothesis seems to hold for several indi-
vidual languages. Slobin (2005) compares the original and translations of The
Hobbit (by J.R.R. Tolkien) for satellite-framed English, Dutch, German, Rus-
sian and Serbo-Croatian with verb-framed French, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish,
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Hebrew and Turkish. He ﬁnds that in a single chapter, the satellite-framed lan-
guages on average use 25.6 types of manner verbs, while the verb-framed lan-
guages use 17.2 types of manner verbs. Özçalışkan and Slobin (2003) show that,
in a comparison of 9 English and 9 Turkish novels, English has a larger man-
ner verb lexicon (64 types) than Turkish (26 types). Narasimhan (2003) ﬁnds
25 types of Hindi manner verbs as translations of 40 types of English manner
verbs, indicating that Hindi (a verb-framed language) has a smaller (although
sizeable) manner verb lexicon. Fanego (2012) demonstrates that there has been
a massive growth of the English manner verb lexicon in the transition fromOld
English to LateModern English, lending support for Slobin’s (2004) hypothesis
on a diachronic scale.
However, a study that investigates Slobin’s (2004) hypothesis on a language
family-wide scale has not been carried out. Aside from Ember (1978), who
looked at the impact of cultural and biological factors on the growth of basic
color term systems, the factors that inﬂuence the size of semantic subﬁelds have
not been directly studied.The current paper investigates the hypothesis that lan-
guages that use the satellite-framed construction more often have larger manner
verb lexicons.Using a data set onmotion event encoding from20 Indo-European
languages, I show that there is some evidence for this claim.
Since the languages in this data set are all genetically related, it is necessary to
make use of phylogenetic comparative methods. Mace and Pagel (1994), among
others, have demonstrated that cultures and languages are not independent from
one another, as they share features due to common descent and proximity. An
example of such a shared feature is word order in the closely related continen-
tal Germanic languages Dutch, West Frisian and German: all three languages
have SVO word order in main clauses, but SOV in embedded clauses, a pat-
tern not found in any of the other Germanic or surrounding non-Germanic
languages. In all likelihood, this pattern was not invented by each of these lan-
guages independently, but 1) was inherited from a common ancestor, 2) was
borrowed from one language to the others due to their close proximity, or 3)
originated in a mixture of these two processes (see also Askedal, 2006). Phy-
logenetic comparative methods allow one to investigate a correlation between
two features, in this case the use of the satellite-framed construction and the
size of the manner verb lexicon, while taking into account the phylogenetic rela-
tionships that cause these types of interdependencies between languages. These
methods are presented in Section 3, after the current data set is introduced in
Section 2.
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2.TheData Set Used in the Current Study
The data used in this study come from a parallel corpus. In this section, I ﬁrst
introduce the parallel corpus in 2.1. Then, I present the coding used for the
motion event constructions in 2.2.1 and discuss the use of themotion event con-
structions in 2.2.2.Theway inwhich the use of themotion event constructions is
aggregated is discussed in 2.2.3.The coding used for distinguishingmanner verbs
is the topic of 2.3.1, and a newmeasure for manner verb lexicon size is presented
in 2.3.2.
2.1.The Parallel Corpus
The source of data in this study is a parallel corpus of motion event descriptions
in 20 Indo-European languages: English, Dutch, German, Swedish [Germanic],
Irish [Celtic], Portuguese, French, Italian, Romanian [Romance], Russian, Pol-
ish, Serbo-Croatian, Latvian, Lithuanian [Balto-Slavic], Hindi, Nepali, Persian
[Indo-Iranian], Albanian, Armenian, andModernGreek. A parallel corpus con-
sists of an original text and its translations into diﬀerent languages (Cysouw and
Wälchli, 2007).The current parallel corpus contains three novels: Alice’s Adven-
tures in Wonderland; Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There
(both by Lewis Carroll); and O alquimista (by Paulo Coelho). These three nov-
els were chosen because they were written in two diﬀerent source languages,
English and Portuguese, which are reported to represent the two diﬀerent types
of motion event encoding. In addition, they have been translated into a wide
range of languages, which allowed for a comprehensive sample.
From these three books, a selection of descriptions of motion events was ex-
tracted. As including all descriptions of motion events found in the three nov-
els would have resulted in a far too large data set, a balanced sample of motion
event descriptions was taken. This sample was constructed taking into account
the type ofmotion event encoding construction (see 2.2.1) and themainmotion
verb, providing for a large and balanced set of diﬀerent motion event encoding
construction types. In addition, at least one instance of each type of verb was
included in order to maximize the lexical diversity in the sample.
Motion events were deﬁned as “situations in which an animate being moves
from one place to another,” following Özçalıskan and Slobin (2003: 259), al-
though I also included inanimate entities. Each motion extract was a single sen-
tence describing a single situation (event or activity; Berman and Slobin,
1994: 657). The majority of the motion extracts have a single main verb that
describes the motion between the starting point and the endpoint of motion
(as in examples (1)–(4)). Those motion event descriptions that feature more
than one ﬁnite verb (of which there were very few in the original motion event
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descriptions) are classiﬁed as instances of the subordinate construction or the
coordinate construction (see 2.2.1).
The sample amounted to 215 sentences that describe voluntary (non-causa-
tive) motion. 24 of these sentences only encode manner and not path, and are
therefore included in the data set used for the investigation of the manner verb
lexicon, but not in the data set of motion event encoding constructions. For
the analyses presented in this paper, I distinguish between two sets of sample
sentences: the full sample of 215 sentences (of which 191 encode path) called
the ‘215-sentence sample’ and a smaller sample of 132 sentences (of which 118
encode path) called the ‘132-sentence sample.’The215-sentence sample includes
sentences fromall three books,while the data in the 132-sentence sample is a sub-
set of the 215-sentence sample and includes only sentences from Alice’s Adven-
tures in Wonderland and O alquimista. The 132-sentence sample is available for
all 20 languages discussed in this paper.The 215-sentence sample is available for
16 languages, excludingHindi, Nepali, Persian andAlbanian, because there is no
translation ofThrough the Looking-Glass, and What Alice FoundThere available
for these four languages.
All original and translated sentences were found and glossed with the help of
either native speakers or language specialists. Native speakers helped to catego-
rize eachmotion verb as one of the verb types (includingmanner verbs) thatwere
distinguished.
2.2. Motion Event Encoding Constructions
2.2.1. Coding of Motion Event Encoding Components and Constructions
Diﬀerent elements or components of motion event encoding are distinguished.
These components include verbal and non-verbal elements. Coding of the dif-
ferent motion encoding constructions is based on the diﬀerent motion event
encoding components that are present in each original or translated sample sen-
tence.
The coding of the components of motion events is as follows. The verbs are
coded as either manner verbs, path verbs, deictic verbs, manner plus path verbs,
non-motion verbs used as manner verbs (see Section 2.3.1), or neutral verbs.The
non-verbalmotion event components are path satellites andmanner expressions.
Path satellites include all elements that signify path, i.e., adpositions, adverbs,
case markers, verbal preﬁxes, et cetera. I broaden Talmy’s (1985: 102) original
deﬁnition of path satellite to include this wide range of elements, following the
arguments of Filipović (2007: 35), Beavers et al. (2010: 337) and Croft et al.
(2010: 205–206). See Table 1 for descriptions and examples of each motion
event component.
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Table 1. Motion event encoding components distinguished in the current paper
Nature Component Semantics Examples
verbal manner verb indicates the way in which a person
or an object moves
walk, run
path verb indicates the path or trajectory of
motion
enter, descend
deictic verb indicates the path of motion as seen














indicates manner of motion in
satellite-framed construction, but is




neutral verb indicates none of the above move, travel, ﬁnd
oneself, continue





is an adverb or manner verb
participle that signiﬁes manner, i.e.,





The combination of the motion event components presented in Table 1 results
in a set of motion event encoding constructions, listed in Table 2. Most of these
constructions are familiar from the literature (Talmy, 1985, 1991; Croft et al.,
2010). For more information on these constructions see Verkerk (2014).
2.2.2. Use of Motion Event Encoding Constructions in the Sample
A short discussion of how often each motion event encoding construction is
used in the languages of the sample follows. Figure 1 provides an overview of
the frequency of these various motion encoding constructions as attested in the
132-sentence sample.
Several recent studies (Slobin, 2004; Beavers et al., 2010; Croft et al., 2010)
point out that languages often use a set of diﬀerent constructions to encode
motion events. Figure 1 supports these claims: most languages make use of
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manner verb + path satellite Alice ran into the forest
2. verb-framed
construction
path verb + manner expression Alice entered the forest running
3. path only
construction
path verb, no indication of
manner
Alice entered the forest
4. manner only
construction
manner verb, no indication of
path
Alice ran in the forest (locative)
5. manner plus path
verb construction
only a manner plus path verb Alice [ran+into] the forest
(analogous to Alice ﬂed the forest)
6. deictic verb
construction
deictic verb, no indication of
manner




deictic verb + manner expression Alice went into the forest running
8. subordinate
construction
any two motion verbs, one is
subordinate
Alice entered to run in the forest
9. coordination
construction
any two motion verbs,
coordinated
Alice entered and ran in the forest
1) Note that a less detailed, but more conventional and purely structural deﬁnition of con-
struction types strictly in line with Talmy’s (1991) classiﬁcation would be the following. The
verb-framedconstructionwouldbedeﬁned as a sentencewith a singlemain verbdenotingpath
(the use of path satellites is optional).The satellite-framed construction would be deﬁned as a
sentence with a singlemainmotion verb (manner verb, non-motionmanner verb, deictic verb,
or neutral verb, but not path verb ormanner plus path verb) plus at least one path satellite.The
verb-framed construction, deﬁned thus, would collapse construction types 2, 3, and 5 as listed
in Table 2. The satellite-framed construction, deﬁned thus, would include construction type
1, as well as a part of what falls under types 6 and 7, as the use of path satellites is optional for
types 6 and 7. Construction types 4, 8 and 9 in Table 2 would fall outside of this classiﬁcation.
It is clear that deﬁnitions of construction types vary considerably between diﬀerent papers in
the literature on motion event encoding. To make the current results more easily comparable
to other studies, which potentially use diﬀerent deﬁnitions of construction types, I will brieﬂy
report on the results of a correlation analysis between the use of motion event encoding con-
structions deﬁned in this purely structural way and the size of the manner verb lexicon as well
as using the more detailed list of constructions in Table 2. The results of the analyses using
the purely structural deﬁnition of the motion event encoding constructions can be found in
Footnote 3.
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Figure 1. Proportions of the use of diﬀerent motion
event encoding constructions in the 132-sentence sample
several diﬀerent constructions, and some languages use certain constructions
more than others (see also Verkerk, 2014). However, Talmy’s (1991) typology is
not invalidated by this diversity, as it is possible to construct it as a distributional
rather than absolute typology—which also was Talmy’s (1991) aim.
The languages have been ordered in Fig. 1 in such a way that three clusters
of languages emerge. The ﬁrst group consists of those languages that use the
satellite-framed construction often: Russian, Polish, Lithuanian, Latvian, Swed-
ish, German, Dutch, and English. I call these languages ‘satellite-framed’ in the
remainder of this paper, in linewith convention.However, note that this doesnot
imply that these languages do not use other strategies, or that there is no internal
diﬀerentiation in this group. The second group comprises those languages that
do not use the satellite-framed construction often, while they do use the path-
only and the verb-framed constructions often: Italian, Portuguese, Romanian,
French, Albanian, Greek, and Serbo-Croatian. In the remainder of this paper I
call these languages ‘verb-framed,’ in line with convention but under the same
caveat as above.The third ‘group’ consists of those languages that use neither the
satellite-framed nor the path-only construction often, while they do use the deic-
tic verb construction relatively often, as well as the coordinate and subordinate
constructions in certain cases: Armenian, Persian, Hindi, Nepali, and Irish.This
is not a uniﬁed group of languages, but rather one that emerges because these ﬁve
languages are neither satellite-framed nor verb-framed.
Themotion event encoding constructions thatwere not discussed above are all
quite uncommon throughout the sample.The patterns found in Fig. 1 generally
correspond to those that have been described in the literature for these languages
(for a comparison between these results and the classiﬁcations made in the liter-
ature, see Verkerk, 2014).
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2.2.3. Aggregation of the Use of Motion Event Encoding Constructions
The current data sets consist of 132 motion event encoding sentences in 20 lan-
guages and 215 sentences in 16 languages. In order to reduce the dimensionality
of these data sets, two diﬀerent measures were used. The ﬁrst measure is sim-
ply the proportion of use of the satellite-framed construction.This measure was
used because it allows for a direct test of Slobin’s (2004) hypothesis. However,
note that it is a continuous measure, rather than the discrete measure originally
proposed by Slobin (2004), that is, the dichotomy between satellite-framed and
verb-framed languages.This reﬂects themore recent consensus that the typology
is clinal rather than absolute.
The second measure is a more holistic characterization of the use of all the
motion event encoding constructions. To this end, a principal components anal-
ysis was conducted. Principal components analysis is a ubiquitous data reduction
technique used in comparative analyses in biology, anthropology, and linguis-
tics. The use of the diﬀerent motion event encoding constructions appeared to
be highly correlated, which allowed for the use of a principal components analy-
sis for dimensionality reduction.
The principal components analysis was performed on the proportion of usage
of each of the nine motion event encoding constructions (see Fig. 1 for a visual
representation of these proportions). Instead of a regular principal components
analysis, I used the phylogenetic principal components analysis developed by
Revell (2009). This was done in order to remove the variance that can be at-
tributed to the genetic relationships between the languages in the samples. The
results are graphically depicted in Figs 2 and 3.
In both principal components analyses, the ﬁrst and second principal compo-
nents are the most important and together account for a large proportion of the
variance. For the principal components analysis conducted on the 132-sentence
sample (depicted in Fig. 2), the ﬁrst principal component (PC1), given on the
x-axis, accounts for 79.1% of the variance and can be interpreted to relate to the
Talmyan scale: languages situated in the far right of Fig. 2 are the most satellite-
framed, while languages situated in the far left of Fig. 2 are themost verb-framed.
The second principal component (PC2), given on the y-axis, accounts for 9.8%
of the variance and relates to the proportionof use of the deictic construction and
thedeictic verb-framed construction,with languages that use these constructions
relatively often situated in the bottom of Fig. 2. For the principal components
analyses conducted on the 215-sentence sample depicted in Fig. 3, PC1 explains
85.0% of the variance, while PC2 explains 6.8%.The same interpretations of the
principal components apply.
ThePC1 score of each language for bothprincipal components analyses canbe
used to position that language on a Talmyan scale: frommaximally verb-framed
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Figure 2. A phylogenetic principal components analysis conducted
on the percentage of usage of each motion encoding construction
in the 132-sentence sample for 20 Indo-European languages
on the left side of Figs 2 and 3 to maximally satellite-framed on the right side
of Figs 2 and 3. Since they provide a holistic characterization of the motion
event encoding system, the PC1 scores for the 132-sentence sample and the 215-
sentence sample have been used for further phylogenetic comparative analysis,
reported on in Sections 3 and 4.
2.3. Manner Verbs
2.3.1. Coding of Manner Verbs
Although the terms ‘manner’ and ‘path’ have been in use for a long time, a
cross-linguistic classiﬁcation of verbs with respect to these features is not with-
out diﬃculties. Many verbs seem to specify information about both manner
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Figure 3. A phylogenetic principal components analysis conducted
on the percentage of usage of each motion encoding construction
in the 215-sentence sample for 16 Indo-European languages
and path. English climb andDutch klimmen are good examples: they can be used
for all kinds of paths, including up, down, into and out of a reference object,
but without further speciﬁcation of direction, they indicatemovement upwards.
Another example is the Hindi verb bhāgnā, which may signify both ‘run’ and
‘run away.’ In other words, manymanner verbs seem to have a path preference. In
my coding of manner verbs, the deﬁnition of a manner verb is that it signiﬁes the
way in which a person or object moves, while it can be used with diﬀerent types
of path. English climb and Dutch klimmen are therefore classiﬁed as manner
verbs. If a verb indicates both a clear manner and path and is incompatible with
diﬀerent path speciﬁcations, it is not classiﬁed as a manner verb but as a manner
plus path verb.
Former studies of the size of the manner verb lexicon in diﬀerent lan-
guages, such as Slobin (1997) and Narasimhan (2003), were typically based on
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dictionaries, although Slobin (2005) andHsiao (2009), among others, are excep-
tions. For the current study, I am using the manner verbs that appear in the
restricted set of sample sentences selected from the parallel corpus. Since this set
of sentences does not feature all possible contexts inwhichwe could ﬁndmanner
verbs—there are, for instance, no events of driving, cycling, ice-skating, sailing,
etc. in the parallel corpus—the resulting list is not a complete list ofmanner verbs
in these languages. However, the most important ones relating to various com-
mon types ofmanner are included.Thebeneﬁt of this approach is that it accounts
for the most frequent manner verbs, while obsolete or less commonly used verbs
(as onemight ﬁnd in dictionaries) are not included.Note that although the orig-
inal Alice’s Adventures inWonderland andThrough the Looking-Glass, andWhat
Alice FoundTherewere published in the nineteenth century, they can be consid-
ered contemporary apart from certain lexical choices; the translations have been
published between 1978 and 2010. The selection of manner verbs is therefore
controlled by the sample itself, and not determined by the size and the quality
of dictionaries available for the languages, as was the case for some of the earlier
studies.
There are two categories of verbs that are not treated as manner verbs in this
study, but nevertheless deserve some attention before the actualmanner verbs are
discussed.These are phrasal manner verbs and non-motion verbs used as manner
verbs.
Phrasal manner verbs are not included in the quite narrow deﬁnition of man-
ner verb employed in this study.The reason for this codingdecision is that phrasal
verbs are often related to full verbs ( jump and make a jump, for instance) and
that a certain sense of arbitrariness sometimes appears to be involved in their
creation. Should make a jump and give a jump, for instance, be counted as two
diﬀerent verbs? The phrasal verbs that were attested in the samples are listed in
Appendix 2 in order to provide an overview. From these tables, it seems clear that
phrasal verbs are most common in Germanic and Romance, while they are not
common in any of the other languages.
With regard to the second category, it is well known that in English, verbs for
various types of non-motion events can be used as motion verbs that indicate
manner (Levin and Rappaport Hovav, 1991; Goldberg and Jackendoﬀ, 2004).
These include so-called ‘self-contained motion verbs’ such as wriggle (Talmy,
1991: 489), verbs of sound emission such as crash (Levin and Rappaport Hovav,
1991), andmetaphors such as skim or shoot.This is not only true for English, but
also for other satellite-framed languages. Examples from the current data sets in
which sound emission verbs are used as manner verbs are provided in (5) and
(6).
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(5) Serbo-Croatian
Jao eno od-e njegov zlat-n-i





pro-zvižda-o mimo dijete i
PRFX-whistle.IPFV-PST.ACT.PTCP.M.SG next.to child.N.ACC.SG and
gotovo mu odvali-o
almost 3SG.M.DAT bear.oﬀ.PFV-PST.ACT.PTCP.M.SG nose.M.ACC.SG
‘ ‘Oh, there goes his precious nose!’ [Alice shouted] as a huge saucepanwhistled past the
child and almost carried the nose oﬀ.’
(6) Swedish
Under tid-en roa-de sig mygga-n med att
under time-SG.DEF.UT amuse-PST REFL.3SG gnat-SG.DEF.UT with to
surra runt huvud-et på henne.
hum.INF round head-SG.DEF.N on 3SG.F.OBJ
‘While the gnat amused itself by humming around her head.’
Narasimhan (2003: 130ﬀ.) points out that, while the constructions presented in
(5) and (6) are common in satellite-framed languages, they are not possible in
Hindi, which is traditionally viewed as verb-framed. The current data support
this observation, since translating this type of sentence directly seems trouble-
some in other verb-framed languages as well. The type of sentence in (5) is typ-
ically translated with a verb meaning ‘pass,’ ‘ﬂy,’ or ‘brush’ by the verb-framed
languages in the sample.
In the current analysis, only verbs that signify both manner and motion from
one location to another in simple declarative sentences without path satellites,
such as ‘John swam,’ are coded as manner verbs. The so-called ‘self-contained
motion verbs’ such as wriggle, sound emission verbs such as whistle, and met-
aphors such as skim do not signify motion when used without path satellites:
‘Mary wriggled’ means that Mary wriggled on the spot, maybe in her seat, ‘Jack
whistled’ means that Jack produced a whistling sound, and ‘Lisa skimmed the
milk’ means that Lisa removed something from the surface of the milk. When
they are used in constructions with path satellites, such as ‘Mary wriggled into
the pipe,’ these verbs certainly denotemanner ofmotion, but the sense ofmotion
from one location to the other derives from the combination of the verb with
a path satellite. This sense of motion is therefore not part of the semantics of
these verbs themselves. Consequently, these verbs are not strictly part of the
manner verb lexicon, and they are not coded as manner verbs in the current
analysis.
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However, since there might be interesting cross-linguistic diﬀerences in the
use of these verbs, the ones that were encountered in the sample are listed in
Appendix 3.These verbs are of the following types: ‘self-containedmotion verbs’
( ﬂutter, wriggle), sound emission verbs (rattle, hum, splash), verbs that are used
in the subordinate construction (struggle, have trouble to), verbs that are used
in a metaphorical sense (skim), and verbs that signify increasing or diminishing
speed. In line with Narasimhan’s (2003) observations on the use of this type
of verb in Hindi, the use of non-motion verbs appears to be more restricted in
verb-framed languages than it is in satellite-framed languages. This seems to be
especially the case for sound emission verbs.
A full overview of the manner verbs encountered in the sample is presented
in Appendix 1. Table 3 lists the type counts for the manner verbs attested in the
132-sentence and the 215-sentence sample for each language. Appendix 4 lists
the type counts for each book individually.
Table 3. Type counts for manner verbs in 20 Indo-European languages





















From Table 3, Appendix 1, and Appendix 4, it becomes clear that there are
diﬀerences in the size of the manner verb lexicon from language to language.
In the 132-sentence sample, Persian has the smallest number of manner verbs
(13 types), while Latvian has the biggest number (26 types). In the 215-sentence
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sample, the variation is even larger:Armenianhas 14 types ofmanner verbs,while
Lithuanian has 36 types. Between languages that are more closely related, the
numbers resemble each other more than for less closely related languages.
Appendix 1 suggests that every language in the 132-sentence sample has man-
ner verbs for the most prototypical types of manner, i.e. words for the concepts
RUN, FLY, SWIM, and WALK. RUN and WALK are also the concepts for
which both satellite-framed and non-satellite-framed languages typically have
more than one verb.Most languages have at least one verb that denotes STROLL
alongside the general verb ‘to walk.’ Other manner types that are lexicalized in
all languages include the concepts of ROLL (except Albanian), JUMP (some
satellite-framed as well as some non-satellite-framed languages have more than
one verb for jumping), DASH, or, more generally, very speedy movement (lex-
icalized by three to six diﬀerent verbs in some satellite-framed and some non-
satellite-framed languages), andWANDER/ROAM (except Persian). The con-
cept of STEP/TREAD and the concept of SLIDE/SLIP are lexicalized by most
satellite-framed and most non-satellite-framed languages.
Domains in which satellite-framed languages have more verbs than non-sat-
ellite-framed languages include the concept of CRAWL (only some satellite-
framed languages andGreek featuremore than oneword forCRAWL), the con-
cept of SCRAMBLE (only some satellite-framed languages feature a word for
SCRAMBLE), the concepts of GALLOP and TROT (more satellite-framed
languages have verbs denoting GALLOP and TROT than non-satellite-framed
languages), the concept of FLOAT (although this is particularly so inGermanic,
and not so much so in Balto-Slavic; see also Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al., 2010
for similar results), the concepts of MARCH and SNEAK, and the concept of
RIDE. The concept of CLIMB is lexicalized only sporadically and mostly by
satellite-framed languages; in the other languages climbing manner is typically
lexicalized as a verb meaning ‘to climb up,’ having both path and manner, which
would be classiﬁed as a manner plus path verb in the current coding.
Slobin (1997) claims that manner verbs can be divided into a ﬁrst tier of gen-
eral or neutral verbs and a second tier of more speciﬁc and expressive verbs.
Satellite-framed languages have extensive second-tier manner verb lexicons,
while the ﬁrst-tier verbs should bemore or less the same set in both non-satellite-
framed and satellite-framed languages.This distinction seems to explain the pat-
terns found in Table 3: as apparent from Appendix 1, there exists a clear set
of concepts that are lexicalized into verbs in each of these languages, includ-
ing WALK, STROLL, RUN, FLY, SWIM, ROLL, JUMP, RUSH/HURRY,
and WANDER. The other semantic subdomains are lexicalized into verbs in
some languages but not in others, and, generally, to a greater degree by satellite-
framed languages than by non-satellite-framed languages. In addition, satellite-
framed languages typically have more verbs in a given semantic subdomain than
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non-satellite-framed languages. See, for instance, the use of six diﬀerent verbs for
DASH/SPEEDYMOTION in Lithuanian and Serbo-Croatian (Appendix 1c)
and the use of four diﬀerent verbs for JUMP in English (Appendix 1a).
In this section, I have shown that there is considerable variation in the size of
the manner verb lexicon in the sample of 20 Indo-European languages.The data
suggest that a core set of manner verbs is shared by all languages, and extension
of the manner verb lexicon is possible in the periphery surrounding this core
set. Satellite-framed languages seem to have larger manner verb lexicons than
non-satellite-framed languages. In addition, closely related languages often have
a similar number of manner verbs. Although a multitude of factors are likely to
have played a role in the evolution of these 20 manner verb lexicons, I focus on
the inﬂuence of the use of the satellite-framed construction in Sections 3 and 4.
2.3.2. Measures of Manner Verb Lexicon Size
Two diﬀerent measures of the size of the manner verb lexicon are used in this
study. The ﬁrst is simply the type count of unique manner verbs attested in
both sentence samples, as presented in Table 3. The second is what I call the
Chao index, a measure of species diversity used by ecologists (Chao and Lee,
1992; Bunge and Fitzpatrick, 1993). The Chao index gives an estimate of how
many species are present in a habitat, given that the sample will in all likelihood
not contain a specimen of all the species actually present in the habitat. The
Chao index is given in (7), with u = (1—number of verbs occurring only once
or twice/number of total attested verbs) and y = a bias correction term that
estimates the coeﬃcient of variation of the proportion of occurrence for each
verb type.
(7) Chao index




Given that not all manner verbs are attested in the current sample, the Chao
index is used as a measure to approximate the true manner verb lexicon size
more closely. The Chao index was calculated using the function ChaoLee1992
available in theR (RDevelopmentCoreTeam, 2011) package SPECIES (Wang,
2011).
2.4. Summary
Table 4 provides a short overview of themeasures used for the analyses described
in Section 3 below. The abbreviated designations of each measure are given in
brackets.
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Table 4. Samples and measures used in the current paper
Motion event encoding
Sample construction measure Manner verb lexicon size measure
132-sentence PC1 score (PC1) unique verb type count (uni. count)
132-sentence PC1 score (PC1) Chao index
132-sentence proportion satellite-framed (% sat) unique verb type count (uni. count)
132-sentence proportion satellite-framed (% sat) Chao index
215-sentence PC1 score (PC1) unique verb type count (uni. count)
215-sentence PC1 score (PC1) Chao index
215-sentence proportion satellite-framed (% sat) unique verb type count (uni. count)
215-sentence proportion satellite-framed (% sat) Chao index
The measures used to assess motion event encoding constructions as well as
manner verb lexicon size are all highly correlated. This is illustrated by a set of
non-phylogenetic correlation analyses presented in Appendix 5.
3. Method
This study employs phylogenetic comparative analyses in order to investigate the
potential correlation between the motion event encoding system and the size of
the manner verb lexicon. This is necessary because all languages included in the
current data set are genetically related to some extent. Phylogenetic comparative
analyses allow investigating the relationshipbetween these two linguistic features
while taking into account the genetic relationships between the languages at the
same time. In order to conduct these analyses, a sample of phylogenetic trees
is needed as a representation of these genetic relationships. This tree sample is
discussed in 3.1.The phylogenetic comparative analyses themselves are the topic
of 3.2.
3.1. Phylogenetic Trees
I use a set of phylogenetic trees taken fromBouckaert et al. (2012) as a representa-
tion of the history of the Indo-European language family. Using a sample of trees
rather than a single individual tree makes it possible to account for the uncer-
tainty that is part of every phylogenetic estimation due to the diﬀerent histories
represented by diﬀerent linguistic features. Bouckaert et al. (2012) constructed
their sample of phylogenetic trees on the basis of a data set consisting of cognate-
coded lexical data for 103 languages. This data set was then recoded in a binary
fashion, in which each language was characterized to have a cognate (1) or not
(0) for each of the 5047 cognate sets. Posterior phylogenetic tree distributions
were estimated from this data set using a Bayesian Markov Chain Monte Carlo
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Figure 4. A maximum clade credibility tree for 20 Indo-European
languages from the tree sample presented in Bouckaert et al. (2012)
approach (Huelsenbeck et al., 2001) available in the software BEAST (Drum-
mond et al., 2012). Sampling from the posterior distribution of estimated trees
generated a sample of 12.500 trees. From this sample, I randomly selected a sub-
set of 1000 trees to use in the current study.
Retaining from this sample of trees only those languages on which the current
study presents data, a sample of 1000 trees for 20 languages (for use with the
132-sentence sample) and a sample of 1000 trees for 16 languages (for use with
215-sentence sample) were created. To illustrate what these tree samples look
like, a maximum clade credibility tree of the 1000-tree sample for 20 languages
was calculated using TreeAnnotator v.1.6.1 (Drummond et al., 2012). This tree
is presented in Fig. 4. Note, however, that the phylogenetic comparative analyses
presented below were conducted over all trees in both samples of 1000 phyloge-
netic trees.
The numbers for the nodes of the tree presented in Fig. 4 are support-values
that indicate how commonly each subgroup is attested in the tree sample. For
instance, the number for the node of the subgroup consisting ofAlbanian,Arme-
nian, Modern Greek and the Indo-Iranian languages (Nepali, Hindi, and Per-
sian), 0.42, indicates that this subgroup is attested in 42% of the trees in the
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Figure 5. The eﬀect of diﬀerent values of λ on the
internal branch lengths of a phylogenetic tree
1000-tree sample.The lengths of the branches of the phylogenetic trees are drawn
in proportion to time. Since the current sample only includes contemporary lan-
guages, the trees are ultrametric, meaning that the lengths of the branches lead-
ing from the root node to the diﬀerent languages on the tips of the tree are
equal.
3.2. Phylogenetic Comparative Analyses
3.2.1. Phylogenetic Signal
The presence of phylogenetic signal was tested to see whether the current data on
the motion event encoding system and the manner verb lexicon are dependent
on genetic descent. Phylogenetic signal is the tendency of closely related species
(or languages, in this case) to behave similarly, while languages that are not
closely related may show diﬀerentiated behavior. For a data set of this type, it
is important to know whether phylogenetic signal is present, because if it is, the
use of phylogenetic comparative methods is necessary.
Pagel’s lambda was used as a test of phylogenetic signal (Pagel, 1999; Freckle-
ton et al., 2002): the estimation of a scaling parameter λ that, assuming a random
walkmodel of evolution, adjusts tree branch lengths depending on the amount of
shared history between the languages. Its most likely value was estimated using a
maximum likelihood approach. In this optimization process, the tree is adjusted
by giving λ diﬀerent values (see Fig. 5). These values generally range between 0
and 1, but can also be slightly higher than 1, depending on features of the phy-
logenetic tree (Freckleton et al., 2002: 715). Values below 1 generate trees with
shorter internal branches. If λ is set to zero, the internal structure of the tree is
completely deleted. Figure 5 illustrates the eﬀect of the use of λ as a scaling param-
eter on a phylogenetic tree.
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Themaximum likelihood estimation process determines the λ value that pro-
vides the best scaling transformation to the tree, given the amount of shared
history evident in the data set. An estimated λ value of 1 (in other words, the
maximum possible value of λ given the phylogenetic tree) signiﬁes that the fea-
ture being studied is evolving exactly along the branches of the phylogenetic tree
under a random walk model of evolution (Pagel, 1999). A λ value of 0 signiﬁes
that the feature is evolving completely independent from the phylogeny, i.e., that
the feature is not dependent on history. A range of diﬀerent processes aside from
genetic descent could of course inﬂuence the feature, including borrowing. A λ
value that is somewhere in between 0 and 1 indicates that this feature is partially
dependent on history, but does not evolve exactly along the branches of the phy-
logenetic tree. By estimating theparameter λ for themeasures used for themotion
encoding system and manner verb lexicon size, it is possible to evaluate whether
these measures are dependent on phylogenetic history or not.
Statistical signiﬁcance of the optimized estimation of λ can be assessed with
log-likelihood ratio tests (Pagel, 1997: 334). These tests determine whether λ is
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent fromamodel of evolution inwhich λ is set to 1 and another
model in which λ is set to 0. If the estimated λ is not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from
amodel in which λ is ﬁxed to be 1, while it is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from amodel
in which λ is ﬁxed to be 0, phylogenetic signal is present.
These tests were conducted using the function physig, part of the R package
phytools (Revell, 2012) and the function ﬁtContinuous, part of the R package
GEIGER (Harmon et al., 2008).
3.2.2. Phylogenetic Generalized Least Squares
In order to test for a correlation between the motion event encoding system
and the size of the manner verb lexicon, Phylogenetic Generalized Least Squares
(PGLS) analyses were carried out (Pagel, 1997; Freckleton et al., 2002). PGLS
is a linear regression analysis that takes into account phylogenetic information
(Pagel, 1997: 337ﬀ.). In a regular linear regression analysis, the dependent vari-
able X is the product of the estimated relation coeﬃcient β and the independent
variable Y plus residual variation e:
(8) X = a + βY + e
If the measures of motion event encoding and manner verb lexicon size were
independent, the value β could be estimated using conventional regression tech-
niques. However, the language data are not independent due to the shared his-
tory of the languages. Therefore the values in X and Y are interdependent, with
closely related languages having more similar values as compared to less closely
related languages.
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X1 X2 X3 X4 X5
X1 t5+t3+t1 t5+t3 t5 0 0
X2 t5+t3 t5+t3+t2 t5 0 0
X3 t5 t5 t5+t4 0 0
X4 0 0 0 t8+t6 t8
X5 0 0 0 t8 t8+t7
Figure 6. An example of a tree with a corresponding variance-covariance matrix
This interdependency can be formalized by taking into account the shared
branch lengths in the phylogenetic tree. See Fig. 6 for illustration.The expected
variance (variability in a character) of a feature value is proportional to the time
it has been evolving, which is proportional to the length of the branch leading
from the root to the tip.The expected covariance (lack of independence) of a fea-
ture value is proportional to the branch length shared between each pair of lan-
guages. In Fig. 6, X1 and X2 are closely related, which can be stated formally
in terms of the shared branch length between X1 and X2, t5+t3. In contrast,
X1 and X3 are less closely related, which can be stated formally in terms of the
shared branch length between X1 and X3, t5 (a subset of the shared branch
length between X1 and X2). A PGLS analysis ﬁrst constructs a variance-covari-
ance matrix that embodies all the information on unique and shared branch
length (see Fig. 6). It then uses this variance-covariance matrix to estimate a
phylogenetically adjusted value of β. This phylogenetically adjusted β describes
the relationship between the motion event encoding system and the size of
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the manner verb lexicon while taking into account the shared history between
the languages.
The variance-covariance matrix taken from a phylogenetic tree assumes that
the feature is evolving exactly along the branches of the tree under a randomwalk
model of evolution.However, thismodel of evolutionmight not provide the best
ﬁt for the data. Therefore, the parameter λ, which measures the degree to which
the phylogeny predicts the covariance between the languages, is estimated by the
PGLS analysis in parallel with the construction of the covariance matrix. The
most likely value of λ is estimated to modify the phylogenetic tree in such a way
that it best reﬂects the amount of phylogenetic dependence between the variables
(see 3.2.1 and Fig. 5). If λ = 1, the tree remains as it is, if λ = 0, the tree topology
and branch lengths are reduced to a star phylogeny that has no phylogenetic
information (the analysis then becomes a regular regression analysis, without
correction for phylogeny). If λ is between 1 and 0, the tree topology and branch
lengths are modiﬁed accordingly as illustrated in Fig. 5.
In short: a PGLS analysis is a maximum likelihood estimation, and therefore
provides the most likely answer to the question whether two features are related
while taking into account the most likely estimate of the amount of covariance
that is explained by the phylogenetic tree. PGLS analyses for the present study
were conducted using the function corPagel from the R package ape (Paradis et
al., 2004) and the function gls from the R package nlme (Pinheiro et al., 2012).
4. Results
4.1. Phylogenetic Signal
First, I discuss the presence of phylogenetic signal. Table 5 gives an overview of
the estimated λ values for the data measures. The estimation of λ was conducted
over the tree sample of 1000 phylogenetic trees. Therefore, the median of the
estimated λ values is presented in the third column of Table 5, while the range of
the estimated λ values is presented in the fourth column. The last two columns
give the number of trees for which λ was estimated to be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from λ = 1 and λ = 0, respectively, on the p ⟨ 0.05 signiﬁcance level.2
2) The estimated λ should be tested to be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from a model in which λ is
set to have the maximum possible value of λ given the phylogenetic tree, not simply to be
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from a model in which λ = 1. The maximum possible λ values ranged
from 1.090 to 1.279 for the tree sample used for the analysis with the 215-sentence sample,
and 1.090 to 1.277 for the tree sample used for the analysis with the 132-sentence sample.
However, these values could not serve as maximum possible λ values in the calculations, as
they are not accepted by the corPagel function from the R package ape (Paradis et al., 2004).
This function only accepts ﬁxed values between 0 and 1 for λ.
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Table 5. Tests for phylogenetic signal
Sample Data measure Median λ Range λ λ = 1 λ = 0
215-sentence PC1 1.16 1.09–1.28 999 1000
132-sentence PC1 1.16 0.95–1.28 914 1000
215-sentence % sat 1.16 1.08–1.27 180 1000
132-sentence % sat 1.15 0.97–1.27 4 1000
215-sentence uni. count 1.02 0.95–1.11 0 1000
132-sentence uni. count 0.84 0.77–0.93 9 1000
215-sentence Chao index 1.14 1.03–1.27 0 1000
132-sentence Chao index 0.40 0.36–0.44 1000 0
λ = 1 lists the number of trees for which λ was estimated to be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from 1;
λ = 0 lists the number of trees for which λ was estimated to be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from 0.
As presented in Table 5, the estimated λ values for the measures used in the
current analyses are generally quite high. They are always signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
froman evolutionarymodel inwhich λwas set to 0 (except for theChao index on
the 132-sentence sample, see below), and sometimes not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent
from a model in which λ was set to 1. This indicates that there exists a clear
phylogenetic signal, and the behavior of the languages with regard to these data
measures is dependent on phylogenetic history. The outlier, the Chao index for
the 132-sentence sample, is by accident a rather arbitrary measure. For instance,
forArmenian it is 34, while for Swedish it is 33.This is due to the high number of
manner verbs occurring only once or twice in proportion to the total number of
verbs for Armenian. This phenomenon occurred for several diﬀerent languages
in the 132-sentence sample, resulting in a relatively random Chao index for the
132-sentence sample and low estimated λ values.
4.2. Phylogenetic Generalized Least Squares
Let us now turn to the results from the PGLS (Phylogenetic Generalized Least
Squares) analysis. A known quirk of the function corPagel in the R package
ape (Paradis et al., 2004), which was used to estimate λ for the PGLS analyses,
is that it can estimate λ to be smaller than zero (negative) or higher than one.
Negative λ values as well as λ values much larger than 1 imply negative branch
lengths,whichhave a debatablemeaning and value in evolutionarymodels. I have
therefore removed from the results those trees that generated negative λ values
or λ values larger than 1.28. This latter value was chosen because it corresponds
to the highest maximum λ value that was possible for certain trees from the
tree samples (1.279 for the tree sample used for the analysis of the 215-sentence
sample, and 1.277 for the tree sample used for the analysis of the 132-sentence
sample).This is discussed further in Section 5.
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Theresults of the PGLS analyses are presented inTables 6 and7.Table 6 shows
the estimated λ values for the PGLS analyses.
Table 6. Estimated lambda values for the PGLS analyses
Indep. Included Median
Sample variable Dep. variable trees λ Range λ λ = 1 λ = 0
215-sentence PC1 uni. count 836 0.24 0.001–0.72 0 0
132-sentence PC1 uni. count 0 – – – –
215-sentence % sat uni. count 289 0.018 5.23×10-5–
0.13
0 0
132-sentence % sat uni. count 468 0.038 0.0003–0.16 1000 0
215-sentence PC1 Chao index 1000 1.12 0.90–1.25 0 0
132-sentence PC1 Chao index 0 – – – –
215-sentence % sat Chao index 539 0.74 0.33–1.19 0 0
132-sentence % sat Chao index 994 0.26 0.19–0.33 1000 0
The column ‘Included trees’ lists the number of trees for which λ was estimated to be between
0 and 1.28, and which were therefore included in the analysis; λ = 1 lists the number of trees
for which λ was estimated to be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from 1; λ = 0 lists the number of trees
for which λ was estimated to be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from 0.
For most measures, the PGLS analysis produced λ values within the bounds of
0–1.28 for at least more than 200 out of the 1000 trees; however, this is not
the case for the PC1 + unique manner verb count analysis for the 132-sentence
sample and the PC1 + Chao index for the same sample. For these analyses,
the estimation procedure did not arrive at viable λ values for any of the trees.
These two analyses are therefore disregarded in the further discussion of the
results.
The analyses on the other measures produced estimates for λ that ranged, on
average, between 0.018 and 1.12, depending on the measures and the sample.
This suggests that shared history explains at least some part of the covariance
between the measures of motion event encoding and the measures of size of the
manner verb lexicon, and the use of a linear regression that adjusts for phyloge-
netic relatedness is validated.The λ values for the two analyses using the propor-
tion of use of the satellite-framed construction + unique manner verb count are
low, suggesting that shared history does not play a large role for this combination
of measures.
Table 7 shows the results of the PGLS analyses proper. Since these were con-
ducted over the two 1000-tree samples, only the medians of the relevant values
are given in Table 7.
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Table 7. PGLS results for the 215-sentence and the 132-sentence sample
Incl. Indep. Dep. Coeﬃ- Stan.
Sample trees variable variable R2 cients error t P
215-sentence 836 PC1 constant – 3.64 0.14 26.55 2.25×10-13
uni. count 0.79 0.73 0.80 4.04 0.0012
132-sentence 0 PC1 constant – – – – –
uni. count – – – – –
215-sentence 289 % sat constant – 3.82 0.12 30.62 3.15×10-14
uni. count 0.88 0.64 0.12 5.52 0.00007
132-sentence 468 % sat constant – 3.39 0.08 44.89 6.22×10-20
uni. count 0.88 0.39 0.05 7.15 1.17×10-6
215-sentence 1000 PC1 constant – 3.89 0.38 10.30 6.43×10-8
Chao index 0.71 0.59 0.43 1.37 0.19
132-sentence 0 PC1 constant – – – – –
Chao index – – – – –
215-sentence 539 % sat constant – 4.31 0.31 14.02 1.24×10-9
Chao index 0.83 0.75 0.25 2.99 0.0096
132-sentence 994 % sat constant – 3.94 0.23 16.84 1.83×10-12
Chao index 0.86 0.38 0.16 2.43 0.026
The column ‘Incl. trees’ lists the number of trees for which λ was estimated to be between
0 and 1.28, and which were included in the analysis; the independent variables used are the
scores on theﬁrst principal component (PC1) and theproportionof use of the satellite-framed
construction (% sat); the dependent variables used are the number of unique manner verbs
attested in the dataset (uni. count) and the score on the Chao index (Chao index).
Table 7 can be read like the results from any regular regression analysis. The
most important information in Table 7 is the value of coeﬃcient β (given under
‘coeﬃcients’) and whether it is statistically signiﬁcant on a p ⟨ 0.05 level (given
under ‘P’). For 5 out of the 6 usable PGLS analyses using the diﬀerent measures,
there exists a statistically signiﬁcant positive relationship between the motion
event encoding system and the size of the manner verb lexicon:
– PC1 + unique manner verb count with the 215-sentence sample,
– proportion of use of the satellite-framed construction + unique manner
verb count for both the 215-sentence and the 132-sentence sample,
– and proportion of use of the satellite-framed construction+Chao index for
both the 215-sentence and the 132-sentence sample.
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For the remaining one of the 6 usable PGLS analyses (PC1 + the Chao index
with the 215-sentence sample), this relationship was also found, but it was not
signiﬁcant on ap ⟨0.05 level.Thismeans that this data set provides some evidence
for the hypothesis that, if a language has a position more to the right on the
ﬁrst principal component as depicted in Figs 2 and 3, that is, when it uses the
satellite-framed construction more often, it will also have a more sizable manner
verb lexicon. Because PGLS was used, we can say that this correlation was not
just a chance result of shared history.3
5. Discussion and Conclusion
The results from the PGLS analyses indicate the existence of a positive relation-
ship between the motion encoding system, especially the use of the satellite-
framed construction, and the size of the manner verb lexicon. This correlation
stands even though the genetic relationships between the languages in the data
set explain part of the variance. Further inquiry will hopefully allow a more pre-
cise analysis of the evolutionary processes that underlie this correlation.
However, the results leave some space for further speculation. This is for the
most part due to a lack of statistical power in the current data set, which became
evident when the PGLS analyses were conducted. As explained in Section 3,
the function corPagel in R package ape (Paradis et al., 2004) that was used
to estimate λ for the PGLS analyses presented in Section 4 does not restrict
the estimated lambda to be between 0 and the maximum possible lambda for
the tree. The results of the PGLS analyses presented in Section 4 indicate that
this is not ideal. Because the PGLS analyses sometimes produced debatable λ
values that were lower than 0 or much larger than 1, a small part of the PGLS
analyses became uninterpretable and thus unusable. For this reason, PGLS is
preferably conducted by the function pgls in R package caper (Orme, 2011)
or in BayesTraits (Pagel and Meade, 2005). However, using these methods to
3) As discussed in Footnote 1, PGLS analyses (as described in Section 3) using a purely struc-
tural deﬁnition of the verb-framed and the satellite-framed constructionwere also conducted,
in order tomaximize future comparability with studies employing potentially diﬀerent coding
systems. The results of these additional PGLS analyses were highly comparable to the results
presented in this section. Out of the eight analyses conducted with the diﬀerent samples and
measures, onewas uninterpretable because λwas estimated to be outside the bounds of 0–1.28
for all the trees. The remaining seven analyses indicated a relationship between the motion
event encoding system and the size of the manner verb lexicon, three of which were statisti-
cally signiﬁcant on the p ⟨ 0.05 level. This suggests that the correlation found is quite robust,
as it can be detected using a less detailed coding system.
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conduct PGLS resulted in λ values of 0 for all samples and measures (except
for a single combination of measures). This estimate of λ = 0 had extremely
large conﬁdence intervals, indicating that in the PGLS analyses conducted in
caper and BayesTraits, λ could have been anything between 0 and the maximum
possible lambda given the tree. The present data set is thus too small to allow
these methods to arbitrate between a model in which λ is intermediate to high
(as found in Section 4) or a model in which λ = 0. This leads me to conclude
that the results presented in Section 4 provide some evidence for a correlation
between the motion encoding system and the size of the manner verb lexicon,
as the majority of the PGLS analyses reported on in Section 4 were usable;
ideally, however, a larger data set is needed to provide irrefutable evidence of the
relationship between these two features.
Although the results presented in Section 4 do suggest a correlation between
having a satellite-framed type of motion encoding system and having a large
manner verb lexicon, they do not provide any evidence for the direction of evo-
lutionary change. The results are simply evidence for the existence of a corre-
lation between these two features in consideration of the phylogenetic depen-
dencies among the languages, but they do not have any implications for the
hypothesis that, diachronically, languages become satellite-framed ﬁrst and then
develop a larger manner verb lexicon. To test such a hypothesis using phyloge-
netic comparative methods, a much larger data set would be needed. Diachronic
data on motion event encoding patterns and manner verb lexicons may be used
to guide these analyses as well as to compare the results against the historical
record. However, diachronic material on motion event encoding and man-
ner verbs will not be available for the large majority of languages spoken
today.
Even though further research is needed, this study is the ﬁrst language family-
wide positive conﬁrmation of the earlier suggestions (Wienold, 1995: 322; Slo-
bin, 2004: 252), thus far only demonstrated to hold true for English (Fanego,
2012), that there exists a relationship between motion event encoding patterns
and the size of the manner verb lexicon. One of the most interesting aspects of
this relationship is the evolutionarymechanisms on a population-wide scale that
are involved in the emergence and continuation ofmanner salience. From Slobin
(2006) we know that speakers of a satellite-framed language such as English
demonstrate detailed conceptual understanding ofmanner ofmotion and its lin-
guistic expression from an early age onwards. Is the common use of the satellite-
framed constructiononeof the causes of this attention tomanner, as suggestedby
the current results? If so, when and through which mechanisms has the satellite-
framed construction become common? Is this emphasis on manner matched
in other semantic domains, and does such prevalence of manner information
throughout the linguistic system support the saliency of manner in the motion
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domain?These are all questions of interest if the emergence and continuation of
manner salience in motion event encoding are to be further understood.
These ﬁndings also open the door for the investigation of other correlations
between motion event encoding constructions and aspects of the lexical items
that feature in these constructions. For instance, languages with other motion
event encoding construction types with highmanner salience, such as serial verb
constructions andmanner ideophones, have not been consideredhere andwould
provide further insight into these correlations.Wienold (1995) has already dem-
onstrated that verb-framed languages such as Japanese, Korean, and Thai may
have a small manner verb lexicon, but a large lexicon of manner ideophones
and adverbials. Within the larger motion event encoding system, it would be
interesting to see whether similar correlations can be found between motion
event encoding constructions and other semantic domains, such as the path verb
lexicon, adposition and adverb lexicons, and case systems. If such correlations
could be found, this would support the argument that strong interdependencies
between syntactic constructions and the lexicon exist.
The relationship between syntactic constructions and the lexical classes that
appear in these constructions deﬁnitely seems to be one of the mechanisms in-
volved in the expansion or contraction of lexical classes, but it is certainly not
the only one. A language that stands out in this data set is Irish, which has a
rather small manner verb lexicon (14 verbs in the 132-sentence sample, 21 in the
215-sentence sample) for a language that uses the satellite-framed construction
more often than any of the languages classiﬁed here as verb-framed, according
to Fig. 1 above. However, Irish seems to be characterized by a rather small verb
lexicon not only in the motion domain but throughout, with high degrees of
polysemy. Clearly, there are other factors at play that have shaped the Irish verb
lexicon, and common use of the satellite-framed construction does not necessar-
ily guarantee the existence of a large manner verb lexicon. Another aspect that
might play a role is borrowing. Wienold (1995) has described the resistance of
German to borrowing path verbs; but in diﬀerent conditions, satellite-framed
languages may very well borrow path verbs, as is illustrated by the use of path
verbs of Romance origins in English. Manner verbs seem to be borrowed very
easily if a language is already satellite-framed (Fanego, 2012), which could cause
an inﬂated picture of the observed relationship between the use of the satellite-
framed construction and the size of the manner verb lexicon. In addition, we
have to take into account that a lexical class such as that of manner verbs con-
sists of quite a few diﬀerent subclasses, all of which may behave diﬀerently for
a variety of reasons, as was demonstrated by Koptjevskaja-Tamm et al. (2010)
and Iacobini (2009). These various aspects of the increase or reduction in size
of lexical classes are important for future studies in semantic and lexical typol-
ogy.
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A ﬁrst step to carry this investigation further is to look at diﬀerent language
families and seewhether similar correlations can be found. It is as of yet unknown
how much variation language families typically exhibit with regard to motion
event encoding and the size of the manner verb lexicon—in other words, how
unusual the Indo-European language family is in comprising languages as dissim-
ilar as Latvian andNepali. For large language families, extensive data sets may be
constructed that would also allow for the investigation of directional diachronic
hypotheses. A further step would be to investigate implicational hierarchies of
manner concepts, i.e., whether there is a universal order in which manner con-
cepts are added to manner verb, ideophone, and adverb lexicons.
The study of semantic and lexical typology, speciﬁcally in relation to syntactic
or typological domains of language, is still quite young. However, the range of
unanswered questions demonstrates that it has great potential in uncovering
cross-linguistic patterns that will allow us to gain a better understanding of the
structure of meaning in human language.
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Appendices
Appendices 1 and 2 present an overview of the types of manner verbs used by
the 20 languages in the sample. Appendix 3 presents an overview of the non-
motion verbs used asmanner verbs. Appendix 4 presents an overview of theman-
ner verb types encountered in the three novels separately. Appendix 5 presents
non-phylogenetic correlations between the diﬀerentmotion event encoding and
manner verb lexicon size measures.
The following applies to Appendices 1–3: types of verbs that occur in the
132-sentence sample are presented in plain text. Types of verbs that occur only
in the 215-sentence sample are presented in italics. This distinction is made in
order for the overview of manner verbs in these 20 languages to be as extensive
as possible, while also showing the size of the manner verb lexicon on the basis
of the 132-sentence sample and on the basis of the 215-sentence sample. The
type counts for manner verbs in each language are provided in Table 3. In the
appendices, I distinguish the following categories of manner verbs (taken from
Narasimhan, 2003): mode (walk), medium ( ﬂy), velocity (rush), attitude and
display (sneak), contact (slide), course (wander), and vehicle (ride).
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1. Manner Verbs
1a. Manner Verbs in Germanic




kruipen ‘crawl’ kriechen ‘crawl’ krypa ‘crawl’
scramble klauteren ‘scramble’ klettern ‘scramble’
tumble purzeln ‘tumble’
roll rollen ‘roll’ rollen ‘roll’ rulla ‘roll’
climb klimmen ‘climb’ klättra ‘climb’
run rennen ‘run’
hollen ‘run’
rennen ‘run’ springa ‘run’
kila ‘scurry’
walk lopen ‘walk, run’ gehen ‘walk, go’












hobble hobbelen ‘hobble’ hoppeln ‘lollop’ linka ‘limp’













Manner type: animal mode
gallop galloperen ‘gallop’ sprengen ‘gallop’ gallopera ‘gallop’
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treiben ‘ﬂoat’ sväva ‘hover’
driva ‘drift’



















Manner type: attitude and display
march marcheren ‘march’ marschieren ‘march’ marschera ‘march’



















ride rijden ‘ride’ reiten ‘ride’ rida ‘ride’
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1b. Manner Verbs in Romance
French Portuguese Italian Romanian
Manner type: mode
ramper ‘crawl’ rastejar ‘crawl’ strisciare ‘crawl’
rostogoli ‘tumble’
rouler ‘roll’ rolar ‘roll’
rebolar ‘roll’
rotolare ‘roll’








se promener ‘stroll’ passear(-se) ‘stroll’ passeggiare ‘stroll’ plimba ‘stroll’
tropăi ‘tramp’
boitiller ‘limp’ coxear ‘limp’ șchiopăta ‘limp’










Manner type: animal mode
galopar ‘gallop’ galoppare ‘gallop’
trotter ‘trot’ trotar ‘trot’ trottare ~ trotterellare
‘trot’
Manner type: medium
ﬂotter ‘ﬂoat’ ﬂutuar ‘ﬂoat’
vogar ‘sail, ﬂoat’
pluti ‘ﬂoat’
voler ‘ﬂy’ voar ‘ﬂy’ volare ‘ﬂy’ zbura ‘ﬂy’
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French Portuguese Italian Romanian
Manner type: contact
glisser ‘slide’ esgueirar-se ‘slip’
escorregar ‘slip’
deslizar ‘slide’
scivolare ‘slip’ (a)luneca ‘slide’
Manner type: course
errer ‘roam’ vagar ‘wander’ vagare ‘wander’ umbla ‘wander’
rătăci ‘wander’
Manner type: vehicle
cavalgar ‘ride’ cavalcare ‘ride’ călări ‘ride’
1c. Manner Verbs in Balto-Slavic
Russian Polish Serbo-Croatian Lithuanian Latvian
Manner type: mode
lezt’ ‘crawl’ pełzać ‘crawl’
czołgać się ‘crawl’
puzati ‘crawl’ rėplioti ‘crawl’
ropoti ‘crawl’
list ‘crawl’










katit’sja ‘roll’ toczyć ‘roll’
turlać się ‘roll’






















šetati ‘stroll’ pėdinti ‘pace’ pastaigāties
‘stroll’
cilpot ‘pace’
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Russian Polish Serbo-Croatian Lithuanian Latvian





kovyljat’ ‘hobble’ tuptać ‘toddle’ gegati ‘waddle’
šepesati ‘hobble’












skoczyć ‘jump’ skakati ~ skočiti
~ skakutati
‘jump’
šokti ‘jump’ lēkt ~ ļekāt ~
linkāt ‘jump’
Manner type: animal mode
cwałować ‘gallop’ galopirati ‘gallop’ šuoliuoti ‘gallop’ auļot ‘gallop’
trusit’ ‘trot’
rysit’ ‘trot’









letet’ ~ letat’ ‘ﬂy’ lecieć ‘ﬂy’ frunąć
‘ﬂy’
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ehat’ ‘ride’ jechać ‘ride’ jahati ‘ride’ joti ‘ride’ jāt ‘ride’








rhaknā ‘roll’ gudnu ‘roll’
ladnu padnu ‘roll’























uphranu ‘jump’ jastan ~ jast zadan ‘jump’
jahidan ‘leap’
kizan ‘jump’





rnā ‘ﬂy’ udnu ‘ﬂy’ parridan ‘ﬂy’
parvāz kardan ~ nemudan
‘ﬂy’










hatāra cha ‘hurry’ shetaftan ‘hurry’













1e. Manner Verbs in Albanian, Armenian, Modern Greek and Irish
Albanian Armenian Greek Irish
Manner type: mode
soghal ‘crawl’ mpoysoylo ‘crawl’
sernomai ‘creep’
lámhacán ‘crawl’
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Albanian Armenian Greek Irish
vrapoj ‘run’ vazel ‘run’ trecho ‘run’ rith ‘run’






shkel ‘step’ pato ‘step’
kërcej ‘jump’ ts’atkel ‘jump’ pidao ‘jump’ léim ‘jump’
preab ‘jump’
Manner type: animal mode
kalpazo ‘gallop’
vargel ‘trot’ sodar ‘trot’
Manner type: medium
ﬂuturoj ‘ﬂy’ t’rrch’el ‘ﬂy’ peto ‘ﬂy’ eitil ‘ﬂy’













Manner type: attitude and display
u zvarrit ‘drag onself ’ vadizo ‘walk, march’ máirseáil ‘march’
Manner type: contact
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2. Phrasal Manner Verbs
2a. Phrasal Manner Verbs in Germanic
English Dutch German Swedish
make one’s way
ﬁnd one’s way








make a rush göra en rusning
2b. Phrasal Manner Verbs in Romance
French Portuguese Italian Romanian
da dea dura ‘tumble’
fare qualche passo
‘take some steps’
faire un bond ‘jump’ dar um salto ‘jump’ fare un balzo ‘jump’
dare un balzo ‘jump’
fare un salto ‘jump’
spiccare il salto ‘leap’
face un salt ‘jump’
da buzna ‘rush’




2c. Phrasal Manner Verbs in Balto-Slavic
Russian Polish Serbo-Croatian Lithuanian Latvian
galvotrūkčiais
leisti ‘run fast’
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2d. Phrasal Manner Verbs in Indo-Iranian
Hindi Nepali Persian
ghodā daudinu ‘horse ride’
2e. Phrasal Manner Verbs in Albanian, Armenian, Modern Greek and Irish
Albanian Armenian Greek Irish
vaz tal ‘run’






3. Non-motion Verbs Used as Manner Verbs
Manner types:
1. stationary movement verb
2. sound/light emission verb
3. verbs used as part of a subordinate construction
4. verbs used in a metaphorical sense
5. transitive motion verb
3a. Non-motion Verbs Used as Manner Verbs in Germanic


























werken ‘work’ hjälpa ‘help’
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Manner type English Dutch German Swedish




3b. Non-motion Verbs Used as Manner Verbs in Romance











ronzare ‘hum’ pleoscăi ‘splash’
zbârnâi ‘whiz’
3. avoir un peu de





4. se fauﬁler ‘slip
through’
5. iuţi ‘go faster’
3c. Non-motion Verbs Used as Manner Verbs in Balto-Slavic
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3d. Non-motion Verbs Used as Manner Verbs in Indo-Iranian

















3e. Non-motion Verbs Used as Manner Verbs in Albanian, Armenian, Modern
Greek and Irish
Manner type Albanian Armenian Greek Irish
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Manner type Albanian Armenian Greek Irish
5. nxitoj ‘speed’
4. Number of Manner Verbs (Type Count) per Novel
The numbers in bold are the numbers of manner verb types encountered in the
original novels; thenumbers in regular font are thenumbers ofmanner verb types
encountered in the translations.
Through the
Language Alice’s Adventures Looking-Glass O alquimista
English 16 23 9
Dutch 17 25 11
German 18 22 9
Swedish 15 16 11
French 11 13 8
Portuguese 10 16 10
Italian 11 9 7
Romanian 9 11 11
Russian 13 18 10
Polish 17 19 11
Serbo-Croatian 17 21 9
Lithuanian 16 25 14
Latvian 22 19 10
Hindi 12 – 10
Nepali 10 – 8
Persian 10 – 6
Albanian 8 – 9
Armenian 11 12 7
Greek 12 11 9
Irish 13 17 6
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5. Correlation Analyses for the Diﬀerent Motion Event Encoding andManner
Verb Lexicon Size Measures
Pearson correlation
Measure 1 Measure 2 coeﬃcient
215-sentence PC1 215-sentence uni. count 0.78
132-sentence PC1 132-sentence uni. count 0.84
215-sentence PC1 215-sentence Chao index 0.73
132-sentence PC1 132-sentence Chao index 0.62
215-sentence % sat 215-sentence uni. count 0.79
132-sentence % sat 132-sentence uni. count 0.82
215-sentence % sat 215-sentence Chao index 0.73
132-sentence % sat 132-sentence Chao index 0.60
215-sentence uni. count 132-sentence uni. count 0.87
215-sentence Chao index 132-sentence Chao index 0.70
215-sentence uni. count 215-sentence Chao index 0.92
132-sentence uni. count 132-sentence uni. count 0.86
